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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

5.1 CONCLUSION 

 This chapter consist the conclusion from the result of analysis in the 

previous chapter. This part shows the conclusion of the answers to the questions 

of the study; the Failure Mechanism symptoms of Percy Wetmore and the reason 

why Percy Wetmore is failed on copings his symptoms of Failure Mechanism. 

 Based on the statement of the problem, it is stated that Percy Wetmore gets 

the symptoms of Failure Mechanism such as Frustration, Aggressiveness, 

Uncertainty, and Resentment while he is pursuing his dreams on The Green Mile. 

Percy Wetmore does not experience the other Failure Mechanism symptoms like 

Loneliness, Insecurity and Emptiness.  

 The second statement of the problems, it can be conclude that Percy 

Wetmore is failed on copings his symptoms of Failure Mechanism, such as 

Frustration, Aggressiveness, Uncertainty and Resentment. He is failed to cope 

those symptoms because of some factors. First, he fails on copings his Frustration 

because he cannot control his emotion. Second, he is failed to cope his 

Aggressiveness since he is still young. Therefore, he uses his Id so that he cannot 

control his emotion. Third, he is failed to cope his Uncertainty because he is doubt 

to hit Wild Bill when the other guards ask him, but he does nothing so that is why 

he is failed on copings his Uncertainty. On the other hand, he also doubt on 

moving to Briar Ridge or not. The last, he is failed on copings his Resentment 

because he cannot threaten Paul and the other guards by using his status as a 

governor’s nephew. 
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5.2 SUGGESTION 

 The researcher hopes that this suggestion can help the other researchers. 

The next researcher shall analyze the Failure Mechanism more deeply. The 

researcher uses novel in this research but the next researchers can use the other 

literary work such as short story, drama, or even film script as the data. The 

researcher also hopes that the next researchers can find the other theory like 

Power relation, defense mechanism or racialism by using the Green Mile. 

Furthermore, the researcher hopes the other researcher can use Failure Mechanism 

as the theory to analyze the other literary work  

 

 

 


